
Please find below a recommended reading list for Year 9. Reading for pleasure is important 

not just for the love of books but to increase academic attainment. You can find out more 

about these books and read extracts from them at www.lovereading4kids.co.uk  or 

www.amazon.co.uk. 

 

 

 

  

A Swift Pure Cry 

Siobhan Dowd 

 

After Shell's mother dies, her obsessively religious father descends into 

alcoholic mourning and Shell is left to care for her younger brother and 

sister. Her only release from the harshness of everyday life comes from her 

budding spiritual friendship with a naive young priest, and most importantly, 

her developing relationship with childhood friend, Declan, charming, 

eloquent and persuasive. But when Declan suddenly leaves Ireland to seek 

his fortune in America, Shell finds herself pregnant and the centre of a 
scandal that rocks the small community in which she lives, with 

repercussions across the whole country. The lives of those immediately 

around her will never be the same again. 

 

 

 

  

Before I Die 

Jenny Downham 

 

Tessa has just a few months to live. So she compiles her bucket list, her To 

Do Before I Die list. Number one is sex. Released from the constraints of 

'normal' life, Tessa tastes new experiences to make her feel alive while her 

failing body struggles to keep up. Heartbreaking yet astonishingly life-

affirming. Before I Die will take you to the very edge. 

 

 

 

  

Boys Don't Cry 

Malorie Blackman 

 

In Boys Don't Cry, bestselling author Malorie Blackman explores the 

unchartered territory of teenage fatherhood. You're waiting for the 

postman - he's bringing your A level results. University, a career as a 

journalist - a glittering future lies ahead. But when the doorbell rings it's 

your old girlfriend; and she's carrying a baby. Your baby. You're happy to 

look after it, just for an hour or two. But then she doesn't come back - and 

your future suddenly looks very different. Malorie's dramatic new novel will 

take you on a journey from tears to laughter and back again. 

 

 

 

  

Boys Don't Knit 

Tom Easton 
 

Meet Ben Fletcher, an Adrian Mole for a new generation Ben Fletcher must 

get to grips with his more 'feminine' side following an unfortunate incident 

with a lollipop lady and a stolen bottle of Martini Rosso from Waitrose. All 

http://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/


a big misunderstanding of course. To avoid the Young Offenders unit, Ben is 

ordered to give something back to the community and develop his sense of 

social alignment. Take up a hobby and keep on the straight and narrow. The 

hot teacher he likes runs a knitting group so Ben, reluctantly at first, gets 

'stuck in'. Not easy when your dad is a sports fan and thinks Jeremy 

Clarkson is God. To his surprise, Ben finds that he likes knitting and that he 

has a mean competitive streak. If he can just keep it all a secret from his 

mates...and notice that the girl of his dreams, girl-next-door Megan Hooper 

has a bit of a thing for him...Laugh-out-loud, often ridiculous, sometimes 

quite touching, and revelatory about the knitting world, BOYS DON'T 

KNIT is a must for boys and girls... 

 

 

 

  

Brick Lane 

Monica Ali 

 
Still in her teenage years, Nazneen finds herself in an arranged marriage with 

a disappointed man who is twenty years older. Away from the mud and heat 

of her Bangladeshi village, home is now a cramped flat in a high-rise block in 

London's East End. Nazneen knows not a word of English, and is forced to 

depend on her husband. But unlike him she is practical and wise, and 

befriends a fellow Asian girl Razia, who helps her understand the strange 

ways of her adopted new British home. Nazneen keeps in touch with her 

sister Hasina back in the village. But the rebellious Hasina has kicked against 

cultural tradition and run off in a 'love marriage' with the man of her 

dreams. When he suddenly turns violent, she is forced into the degrading 

job of garment girl in a cloth factory. Confined in her flat by tradition and 

family duty, Nazneen also sews furiously for a living, shut away with her 

buttons and linings - until the radical Karim steps unexpectedly into her life. 

On a background of racial conflict and tension, they embark on a love affair 

that forces Nazneen finally to take control of her fate. Strikingly imagined, 

gracious and funny, this novel is at once epic and intimate. Exploring the 

role of Fate in our lives - those who accept it; those who defy it - it traces 

the extraordinary transformation of an Asian girl, from cautious and shy to 

bold and dignified woman. 

 

 

 

  

Brighton Rock 

Graham Greene, J. M. Coetzee 

 

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY J.M. COETZEE A gang war is raging 

through the dark underworld of Brighton. Seventeen-year-old Pinkie, malign 

and ruthless, has killed a man. Believing he can escape retribution, he is 

unprepared for the courageous, life-embracing Ida Arnold. Greene's gripping 

thriller, exposes a world of loneliness and fear, of life lived on the 

'dangerous edge of things'. 
 

 

 

  
Empire of the Sun 

J. G. Ballard, John Lanchester 



 

The classic, heartrending story of a British boy's four year ordeal in a 

Japanese prison camp during the Second World War. Newly reissued with 

an introduction by John Lanchester. Based on J. G. Ballard's own childhood, 

this is the extraordinary account of a boy's life in Japanese-occupied 

wartime Shanghai - a mesmerising, hypnotically compelling novel of war, of 

starvation and survival, of internment camps and death marches. It blends 

searing honesty with an almost hallucinatory vision of a world thrown 

utterly out of joint. Rooted as it is in the author's own disturbing 

experience of war in our time, it is one of a handful of novels by which the 

twentieth century will be not only remembered but judged. 

 

 

 

  

Fire Colour One 

Jenny Valentine 

 
A bold and brilliant novel about love, lies and redemption, from award-

winning author, Jenny Valentine - one of the greatest YA voices of her 

generation. Iris's father, Ernest, is at the end of his life and she hasn't even 

met him. Her best friend, Thurston, is somewhere on the other side of the 

world. Everything she thought she knew is up in flames. Now her mother 

has declared war and means to get her hands on Ernest's priceless art 

collection. But Ernest has other ideas. There are things he wants Iris to 

know after he's gone. And the truth has more than one way of coming to 

light. 

 

 

 

  

Girl With a Pearl Earring 

Tracy Chevalier 

 

An international bestseller with over two million copies sold, this is a story 

of an artist's desire for beauty and the ultimate corruption of innocence. 

17th Century Holland. When Griet becomes a maid in the household of 

Johannes Vermeer in the town of Delft, she thinks she knows her role: 

housework, laundry and the care of his six children. But as she becomes 

part of his world and his work, their growing intimacy spreads tension and 

deception in the ordered household and, as the scandal seeps out, into the 

town beyond. Tracy Chevalier's extraordinary historical novel on the 

corruption of innocence and the price of genius is a contemporary classic 

perfect for fans of Sarah Dunant and Philippa Gregory. 

 

 

 

  

Gone 

Michael Grant 

 

Welcome to the Fayz! This is Book 1 in the series that Stephen King calls a 
'driving, torrential narrative'. In the blink of an eye all the adults disappear in 

a small town in southern California and no one knows why. Cut off from 

the outside world, those that are left are trapped, and there's no help on 

the way. Sam Temple and his friends must do all they can to survive. Chaos 



rules the streets. Gangs begin to form. Sides are chosen - strong or weak. 

Cruel or humane. And then there are those who begin to develop 

powers...The Gone series is Lord of the Flies for the 21st century. In turns 

breathtaking, harrowing, and utterly terrifying. Its complex characters and 

moral dilemmas will delight fans of The Hunger Games, Divergent and The 

Maze Runner. This is dystopian fiction at its best. Have you got all 6 titles in 

the New York Times bestselling saga: Gone, Hunger, Lies, Plague, Fear, and 

Light? I am now free to leave the Fayz, but my time there was well spent. 

(Stephen King). If you love Gone, be sure not to miss Michael's new series 

Front Lines - it's WWII but not as you know it!  

 

 

 

  

In the Sea There are Crocodiles 

Fabio Geda 

 

One night before putting him to bed, Enaiatollah's mother tells him three 
things: don't use drugs or weapons, don't cheat, don't steal. The next day he 

wakes up to find she isn't there. Ten-year-old Enaiatollah is left alone at the 

border of Pakistan to fend for himself. In a book that takes a true story and 

shapes it into a beautiful piece of fiction, Italian novelist Fabio Geda 

describes Enaiatollah's remarkable five-year journey from Afghanistan to 

Italy where he finally managed to claim political asylum aged fifteen. His 

ordeal took him through Iran, Turkey and Greece, working on building sites 

in order to pay people-traffickers, and enduring the physical misery of 

dangerous border crossings squeezed into the false bottoms of lorries or 

trekking across inhospitable mountains. A series of almost implausible 

strokes of fortune enabled him to get to Turin, find help from an Italian 

family and meet Fabio Geda, with whom he became friends. The result of 

their friendship is this unique book in which Enaiatollah's engaging, moving 

voice is brilliantly captured by Geda's subtly simple storytelling. In Geda's 

hands, Enaiatollah's journey becomes a universal story of stoicism in the face 

of fear, and the search for a place where life is liveable. 

 

 

 

  

Junk 

Melvin Burgess 

 

This 20th Anniversary edition of the classic novel comes with an 

introduction from former children's laureate Malorie Blackman and bonus 

content following its controversial history, from its writing to when it won 

both the Carnegie Medal and the Guardian Children's Fiction Prize. It was a 

love story. Me, Gemma and junk. I thought it was going to last forever. Tar 

loves Gemma, but Gemma doesn't want to be tied down. She wants to fly. 

But no one can fly forever. One day, finally, you have to come down. Melvin 

Burgess' most ambitious and complex novel is a vivid depiction of a group of 

teenagers in the grip of addiction. Told from multiple viewpoints, Junk is a 
powerful, unflinching novel about heroin. Once you take a hit, you will 

never be the same again. 

 

 



 

  

Ketchup Clouds 

Annabel Pitcher 

 

Winner of the Waterstone's Children's Book Prize 2013, KETCHUP 

CLOUDS tells the story of one teenage girl with a very big secret. Fifteen-

year-old Zoe has a secret - a dark and terrible secret that she can't confess 

to anyone she knows. But then one day she hears of a criminal, Stuart 

Harris, locked up on death row in Texas. Like Zoe, Stuart is no stranger to 

secrets. Or lies. Or murder. Full of both heartache and humour, Zoe tells 

her story in the only way she can - in letters to the man in prison in 

America. Armed with a pen, Zoe takes a deep breath, eats a jam sandwich, 

and begins her tale of love and betrayal. 

 

 

 

  

Lies We Tell Ourselves Winner of the 2016 Inaugural Amnesty 

Honour 
Robin Talley 

 

Lie #1: I'm not afraid Lie #2: I'm sure I'm doing the right thing Lie #3: I don't 

care what they think of me It's 1959. The battle for civil rights is raging. And 

it's Sarah's first day of school as one of the first black students at previously 

all-white Jefferson High. No one wants Sarah there. Not the Governor. Not 

the teachers. And certainly not the students - especially Linda, daughter of 

the town's most ardent segregationist. Sarah and Linda are supposed to 

despise each other. But the more time they spend together, the less their 

differences matter. And both girls start to feel something they've never felt 

before. Something they're determined to ignore. Because it's one thing to 

stand up to an unjust world - but another to be terrified of what's in your 

own heart.  

 

 

 

  

Lord of the Flies With an Introduction by Stephen King 

William Golding, Stephen King 

 

Since it was first published in 1954, William Golding's classic debut novel has 

remained a stark allegory of civilization, survival, and human nature. As 

dystopian stories like Hunger Games and Battle Royale surge in popularity, 

this haunting tale of a group of young boys stranded on a desert island still 

captivates schoolchildren around the world, raising timeless and profound 

questions about how easily society can slip into chaos and savagery when 

rules and order have been abandoned. When a plane crashes on a remote 

island, a small group of schoolboys are the sole survivors. From the 

prophetic Simon and virtuous Ralph to the lovable Piggy and brutish Jack, 

each of the boys attempts to establish control as the reality- and brutal 

savagery - of their situation sets in. A teacher himself, Golding clearly 

understood how to interest children with a gripping story and strong, 
sympathetic characters. The novel serves as a catalyst for thought-

provoking discussion and analysis of universal issues, not only concerning 

the capabilities of humans for good and evil and the fragility of moral 

inhibition, but beyond. The boys' struggle to find a way of existing in a 



community with no fixed boundaries invites readers to evaluate the 

concepts involved in social and political constructs and moral frameworks. 

Symbolism is strong throughout, revealing both the boys' capacity for 

empathy and hope, as well as illuminating the darkest corners of the human 

spirit. Ideas of community, leadership, and the rule of law are called into 

question as the reader has to consider who has a right to power, why, and 

what the consequences of the acquisition of power may be. Often 

compared to Catcher in the Rye, Lord of the Flies also represents a coming-

of-age story of innocence lost. 

 

 

 

  

Maggot Moon 

Sally Gardner, Julian Crouch 

 

A starkly original and heartbreaking tale of friendship and rebellion Winner 

of the Carnegie Medal and a 2012 Costa Award winner. Narrated against 
the backdrop of a ruthless regime determined to beat its enemies in the 

race to the moon, MAGGOT MOON is the stunning new novel from 

award-winning author Sally Gardner. When his best friend Hector is 

suddenly taken away, Standish Treadwell realises that it is up to him, his 

grandfather and a small band of rebels to confront and defeat the ever-

present oppressive forces of the Motherland. Utterly original and stunning, 

it is impossible not to be moved by MAGGOT MOON's powerful story and 

the unforgettable heroism of Standish. Now set in a font specially developed 

for dyslexic readers. 

 

 

 

  

Messenger of Fear 

Michael Grant 

 

This is a twisted take on the battle of good and evil from Michael Grant, the 

dark genius of YA Fiction. When Mara wakes up lying in a field of dead grass 

and shrouded by a heavy mist, she can remember nothing but her name. At 

first she thinks she is dead. But then she meets him: young, good-looking 

but pale almost to translucence and dressed all in black. He is the 

Messenger of Fear. But what does he want with her? And what is the 

significance of the dead girl in the coffin? The Messenger sees the darkness 

in young hearts, and the damage it inflicts upon the world. If the wicked go 

unpunished, he offers them a game. Win, and they can go free. Lose, and 

they will live out their greatest fear. But why has Mara been chosen to 

accompany the Messenger and what secrets are lurking in her memories 

that are just out of reach? Messenger of Fear is a fantastic allegory of our 

times in the spirit of The Hunger Games or Divergent. It is about the pain 

of adolescence, teen suicide, and guilt. It is the kind of gothic horror that 

could only have come from the pen of Michael Grant: the man who gave us 

Gone. Don't miss the heart-stopping sequel The Tattooed Heart. Michael 
Grant has lived an exciting, fast-paced life. He moved in with his wife 

Katherine Applegate after only 24 hours. He has co-authored over 160 

books but promises that everything he writes is like nothing you've ever 

read before! Michael Grant is also the author of the Gone Series: Gone, 



Plague, Light, Hunger, Lies, Fear, and the BZRK trilogy: BZRK, BZRK 

Reloaded, BZRK Apocalypse. 

 

 

 

  

Ostrich Boys 

Keith Gray 

 

'It's not really kidnapping, is it? He'd have to be alive for it to be proper 

kidnapping.' Kenny, Sim and Blake are about to embark on a remarkable 

journey of friendship. Stealing the urn containing the ashes of their best 

friend Ross, they set out from Cleethorpes on the east coast to travel the 

261 miles to the tiny hamlet of Ross in Dumfries and Galloway. After a 

depressing and dispiriting funeral they feel taking Ross to Ross will be a 

fitting memorial for a 15 year-old boy who changed all their lives through 

his friendship. Little do they realise just how much Ross can still affect life 

for them even though he's now dead. Drawing on personal experience 
Keith Gray has written an extraordinary novel about friendship, loss and 

suicide, and about the good things that may be waiting just out of sight 

around the corner ... 

 

 

 

  

Paper Towns 

John Green 

 

From the New York Times bestselling author, Paper Towns is soon to be a 

major motion picture (summer 2015) starring The Fault in our Stars 

sensation Nat Wolff and Cara Delevingne. Quentin Jacobsen has always 

loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff 

of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his 

window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot 

help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week 

later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her 

disappearance ...and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the 

mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he 

becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by 

John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story. 

 

 

 

  

Picture Me Gone 

Meg Rosoff 

 

Picture Me Gone is the compelling new novel by the author of How I Live 

Now, Meg Rosoff Mila is on a roadtrip across the USA with her father. They 

are looking for his best friend but Mila discovers a more important truth. 

Sometimes the act of searching reveals more than the final discovery can. 

Adults do not have all the answers. It all depends what questions you ask. A 
brilliantly atmospheric exploration of someone on the brink of adulthood, 

from prizewinning author Meg Rosoff, author of HOW I LIVE NOW.  

 

 



 

  

Scoop A Novel About Journalists 

Evelyn Waugh 

 

Lord Copper, newspaper magnate and proprietor of the Daily Beast, has 

always prided himself on his intuitive flair for spotting ace reporters. That is 

not to say he has not made the odd blunder, however, and may in a 

moment of weakness make another.Acting on a dinner-party tip from Mrs 

Algernon Smith, he feels convinced that he has hit on just the chap to cover 

a promising little war in the African Republic of Ishmaelia. One of Waugh's 

most exuberant comedies, Scoop is a brilliantly irreverentsatire of Fleet 

Street and its hectic pursuit of hot news. 

 

 

 

  

Seven Days 

Eve Ainsworth 

 
School should be a safe place for Jess, a refuge from her difficult home life - 

but thanks to Kez and her friends, it's everything she dreads. Despite being 

beautiful and popular, Kez's life isn't any sweeter. She clings to the fact she 

is better off than Jess - or so she thinks...Told from the point of view of the 

bullied and the bully, this is a taut, powerful story of two girls locked in 

battle with each other and themselves, spiralling towards a shocking 

conclusion. 

 

 

 

  

She is Not Invisible 

Marcus Sedgwick 

 

Prize-winning author Marcus Sedgwick explores obsession, trust and 

coincidence in this page-turning thriller about 16-year-old Laureth Peak's 

mission to find her missing father. A mission made all the more difficult by 

one fact: Laureth Peak is blind. Laureth's father is a writer. For years he's 

been trying, and failing, to write a novel about coincidence. His wife thinks 

he's obsessed. Laureth thinks he's on the verge of a breakdown. He's 

supposed to be doing research in Austria, so when his notebook shows up 

in New York, Laureth knows something is wrong. On impulse, she steals 

her mother's credit card and heads for the States, taking her strange little 

brother Benjamin with her. Reunited with the notebook, they begin to 

follow clues inside, trying to find their wayward father. But the challenges 

and threats that lie ahead are even tougher for Laureth than they would be 

for any other teenager - because Laureth has no vision to guide her. Also 

available as an audio book, read from braille by Anna Cannings. 

 

 

 

  

Skink No Surrender 

Carl Hiaasen 
 

Typical Malley - to avoid being shipped off to boarding school, she takes off 

with some guy she met online. Poor Richard - he knows his cousin's in 

trouble before she does. Wild Skink - he's a ragged, one-eyed ex-governor 



of Florida, and enough of a renegade to think he can track Malley down. 

With Richard riding shotgun, the unlikely pair scour the state, undaunted by 

blinding storms, crazed pigs, flying bullets and giant gators. Carl Hiaasen first 

introduced readers to Skink more than 25 years ago in DOUBLE 

WHAMMY, and he quickly became Hiaasen's most iconic and beloved 

character, appearing in six novels to date. Both teens and adults will be 

thrilled to catch sight of the elusive 'governor' as he pursues his own unique 

brand of swamp justice. With Skink at the wheel, the search for a missing 

girl is both nail-bitingly tense and laugh-out-loud funny. 

 

 

 

  

Terror Kid 

Benjamin Zephaniah 

 

What is a terrorist? A shocking, moving and timely novel about the choices 

that shape us. Rico knows trouble. He knows the look of it and the sound 
of it. He also knows to stay away from it as best he can. Because if there's 

one thing his Romany background has taught him, it's that he will always be 

a suspect. Despite his efforts to stay on the right side of the law, Rico is 

angry and frustrated at the injustices he sees happening at home and around 

the world. He wants to do something - but what? When he is approached 

by Speech, a mysterious man who shares Rico's hacktivist interests, Rico is 

given the perfect opportunity to speak out. After all, what harm can a 

peaceful cyber protest do...?  

 

 

 

  

The Catcher in the Rye 

J. D. Salinger 

 

The Catcher in the Rye is J . D. Salinger's world-famous novel of disaffected 

youth. Holden Caulfield is a seventeen- year-old dropout who has just been 

kicked out of his fourth school. Navigating his way through the challenges of 

growing up, Holden dissects the 'phony' aspects of society, and the 'phonies' 

themselves: the headmaster whose affability depends on the wealth of the 

parents, his roommate who scores with girls using sickly-sweet affection.  

 

 

 

  

The Hit 

Melvin Burgess 

 

A new drug is out. Everyone is talking about it. Death. Take it, and you have 

one amazing week to live. It's the ultimate high. At the ultimate price. Adam 

is tempted. Life is rubbish; his girlfriend's over him, his brother's gone. So 

what's he got to lose? Everything as it turns out. It's up to his girlfriend, 

Lizzie to show him. Purple and red cover available. 

 

 

   

The Joy Luck Club 

Amy Tan 

 



This novel, told from the viewpoints of four Chinese mothers and their four 

American-Chinese daughters, examines the nature of the mother-daughter 

relationship, and the problems of cultural identity the characters face. 

 

 

 

  

The Lie Tree 

Frances Hardinge 

 

Winner of the Costa Book of the Year 2015. The Lie Tree is a wonderfully 

evocative and atmospheric novel by Frances Hardinge, award-winning 

author of Cuckoo Song and Fly By Night. Faith's father has been found dead 

under mysterious circumstances, and as she is searching through his 

belongings for clues she discovers a strange tree. The tree only grows 

healthy and bears fruit if you whisper a lie to it. The fruit of the tree, when 

eaten, will deliver a hidden truth to the person who consumes it. The bigger 

the lie, the more people who believe it, the bigger the truth that is 
uncovered. The girl realizes that she is good at lying and that the tree might 

hold the key to her father's murder, so she begins to spread untruths far 

and wide across her small island community. But as her tales spiral out of 

control, she discovers that where lies seduce, truths shatter ... 

 

 

 

 

  

The Medici Seal 

Theresa Breslin 

 

Romagna, Italy 1502. Fleeing from the murderous brigand Sandino, Matteo - 

a young boy - is saved from drowning by the companions of Leonardo da 

Vinci. From this moment on, Matteo is at the Maestro's side as he carries 

out his work, which ranges from the painting of magnificent frescos to 

intricate dissection of the human body. But Leonardo is employed by 

Cesare Borgia, head of one of Italy's leading families. Cruel and ruthless, the 

Borgia punishes without mercy those who oppose him or who threaten him 

in any way. And as Da Vinci and Matteo travel across Italy on the Borgia's 

business, murder, deceit and revenge follow in their trail. For Matteo carries 

with him a secret - a secret that both the Borgia and Medici families would 

kill to obtain. A life-changing secret that must, finally, come to light for all to 

see ...A gloriously rich and authentic story of the Renaissance, The Medici 

Seal is also both the personal story of Matteo, a boy becoming a man, and a 

fascinating glimpse into the world of Da Vinci. 

 

 

 

 

  

The Otherlife 

Julia Gray 

 
I always get away with it when I try stuff like this. Partly it comes down to 

sort of assuming that I'm going to. I've got loads of confidence. And Loki got 

away with everything. Well, almost everything. When troubled, quiet Ben 

begins at the ruthlessly competitive Cottesmore House, school to the 



richest, most privileged boys, he is befriended by Hobie: the wealthy class 

bully, product of monstrous indulgence and intense parental ambition. 

Hobie is drawn to Ben because he can see the Otherlife: a violent, mythic 

place where gods and monsters roam. Ben has unnerving visions of Thor 

and Odin, and of the giant beasts that will destroy them, as well as Loki, god 

of mischief. Hobie is desperate to be a part of it. Years later, Ben discovers 

someone very dear to him is dead. And he can't help wondering if Hobie - 

wild, restless, dangerous Hobie, had something to do with it...Beguiling, 

shocking and richly imaginative, The Otherlife is about the darkest impulses 

within us all. 

 

 

 

  

The Rain 

Virginia Bergin 

 

One minute sixteen-year-old Ruby Morris is having her first proper snog 
with Caspar McCloud in a hot tub, and the next she's being bundled inside 

the house, dripping wet, cold and in her underwear. Not cool. As she and 

Caspar shiver in the kitchen, it starts to rain. They turn on the radio to hear 

panicked voices - 'It's in the rain ...it's in the rain ...' That was two weeks 

ago, and now Ruby is totally alone. People weren't prepared for the rain, 

got caught out in it, didn't realize that you couldn't drink water from the 

taps either. Even a drip of rain would infect your blood, and eat you from 

the inside out. Ruby knows she has to get to London to find her dad, but 

she just doesn't know where to start ...After rescuing all the neighbourhood 

dogs, Ruby sets off on a journey that will take her the length of the country 

- surviving in the only way she knows how. 

 

 

 

  

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold 

John Le Carre 

 

The classic Cold War thriller, published as a Penguin Essential for the first 

time. Alec Leamas is tired. It's the 1960s, he's been out in the cold for years, 

spying in Berlin for his British masters, and has seen too many good agents 

murdered for their troubles. Now Control wants to bring him in at last - 

but only after one final assignment. He must travel deep into the heart of 

Communist Germany and betray his country, a job that he will do with his 

usual cynical professionalism. But when George Smiley tries to help a young 

woman Leamas has befriended, Leamas's mission may prove to be the worst 

thing he could ever have done. In le Carre's breakthrough work of 1963, 

the spy story is reborn as a gritty and terrible tale of men who are caught 

up in politics beyond their imagining. 'Superbly constructed, with an 

atmosphere of chilly hell' J.B. Priestley 'The best spy story I have ever read' 

Graham Greene 'The master storyteller ...has lost none of his cunning' A. N. 

Wilson 'I have re-read The Spy Who Came In From The Cold over and 
over again since I first encountered it in my teens, just to remind myself 

how extraordinary a work of fiction can be' Malcolm Gladwell 'One of 

those very rare novels that changes the way you look at the world. 

Unflinching, highly sophisticated, superb' William Boyd 



 

 

 

  

The Woman In Black 

Susan Hill 

 

'I did not believe in ghosts' Few attend Mrs Alice Drablow's funeral, and not 

one blood relative amongst them. There are undertakers with shovels, of 

course, a local official who would rather be anywhere else, and one Mr 

Arthur Kipps, solicitor from London. He is to spend the night in Eel Marsh 

House, the place where the old recluse died amidst a sinking swamp, a 

blinding fog and a baleful mystery about which the townsfolk refuse to 

speak. Young Mr Kipps expects a boring evening alone sorting out 

paperwork and searching for Mrs Drablow's will. But when the high tide 

pens him in, what he finds - or rather what finds him - is something else 

entirely. In the 'Backstory' discover more classic ghost stories and some 

real-life ones too...Vintage Children's Classics is a twenty-first century 
classics list aimed at 8-12 year olds and the adults in their lives. Discover 

timeless favourites from The Jungle Book and Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland to modern classics such as The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas and 

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time. 

 

 

 

  

Tinder 

Sally Gardner 

 

Otto Hundebiss is tired of war, but when he defies Death he walks a 

dangerous path. A half beast half man gives him shoes and dice which will 

lead him deep into a web of dark magic and mystery. He meets the beautiful 

Safire - pure of heart and spirit, the scheming Mistress Jabber and the 

terrifying Lady of the Nail. He learns the powers of the tinderbox and the 

wolves whose master he becomes. But will all the riches in the world bring 

him the thing he most desires? Fairy tales are often the cruellest stories of 

all; in this exquisite novel Sally Gardner writes about great love and great 

loss. 

 


